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Our Herringbone Milking Parlors are ideal
for large herd milking with minimal space
requirements.

Our RTS Pipeline Milking Systems significantly
improve operator efficiency and milking rate.

Our herringbone milking parlors offer efficient milking rates, space optimization, and
easy installation. With angled rump rails and splash guards, they ensure smooth animal
positioning and comfortable milking. The rear stall suspended design provides wide
access and clear visibility. Available in 30°, 60°, or 70° side milking configurations to
suit your needs.

Our Round-the-barn pipeline milking systems streamline barn milking, directly
delivering milk to the bulk tank, eliminating the need for separate emptying. The
RTS pipeline systems enhance operator efficiency and milking rate, featuring
advanced cleaning and rapid cooling for top-quality milk. Ideal for new or existing
setups, they cover milking, vacuum, cleaning, and cooling needs.

MILKING PARLOUR

Herringbone

Fixed line

AUTOMATIC MILKING MACHINE - What
is it?
An automatic milking room is a specialized device that allows you to milk cows without
much effort. This is especially useful for people who have larger herds and want to be able
to milk their cows without having to do it themselves or pay someone else to do it for them.
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DELMER ELECTRONIC FREE FLOW MILK METER (DEL-FLOW)

MILK RECEIVER

SPARES

Milking Parlour
COMPACT AND RELIABLE SOLUTIONS FOR QUICK
AND EASY MILKING
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Our advanced Milking Parlours excel in large herd milking, offering maximum efficiency in compact spaces.
With angled rump rails, splash guards, and a rear stall suspended design, they ensure swift, comfortable
milking. Easy installation and various configurations make them adaptable to your specific needs.

MILKING PULSATOR MILKING LINER

DELMER ELECTRONIC FREE FLOW MILK METER
AND FREE FLOW SENSOR

SANITARY TRAP, CHROME FILTER & 
MILK RECEIVER

MILKING CLAW VACUUM PUMP FOR
MILKING PARLOUR

MILKING CLUSTERS
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